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Expansion #1 is a supplement for the Mythic Battles game,
which includes new Units and allows players to reinforce
their armies while facing off against each other in six new
epic battles.

37 Unit cards, 23 Maneuver cards, 6 Stelae cards, 41 Unit
tokens, 5 Hero cards, 2 double-sided Tiles, 1 scenario
booklet.

It also introduces a new type of cards: the Heroes.

New Talents

Web of Arachne: this Talent must be activated each time Arachne
performs a Ranged Attack
. Arachne's Ranged Attacks follow
the special rules detailed below.

Many Units in this Expansion have Talents which have not been seen
before, and which aren't described in the basic Mythic Battles box.
You can find the description of these Talents below:

At the beginning of the game, place 3 Web tokens
placed next to Arachne’s Unit cards.

Skilled Warrior: The use of this Talent must be announced before
a Unit with it performs a CC Attack
or a Ranged Attack
.
Immediately after rolling the dice, its General can reroll one die which
is showing a result of 0. This Talent can only be used once per attack.

The Web of Arachne Talent cannot be used if no
Web tokens are available next to Arachne's Unit
cards.
Arachne does not inflict any damage during a ranged
attack.

Infernal Blaze: This Talent can only be used during the activation
of the Unit which benefits from it.
All ground Units (including allied Units) suffer an attack with the
number of dice indicated in the Talent's description. Units attacked
this way cannot counter-attack. The Unit using this Talent can also
perform an attack and/or movement maneuver in the same turn.

Arachne can perform a ranged attack while engaged with
the enemy.
During a ranged attack, if Arachne obtains a minimum of 2
successes during her attack roll, the target is trapped in a
web. Put a Web token on the target.
If Arachne doesn't obtain 2 or more successes while
performing a Ranged Attack
,the use of this Talent is
a failure. No Web token is placed on the target.

Ardent Wrath: This Talent can only be activated if Minos destroys
a unit as a result of an attack or a counter-attack. You can add one
of Minos' Maneuver cards from your discard pile or which you have
played during the current turn to your hand.

A given Unit can only have a single Web token placed on it.
A Unit trapped in a web cannot counter-attack or use its
Talents and has a -1 penalty to defense for as long as the
Web token remains on it. Also, as long as a Unit is trapped,
the Maneuver cards of that Unit cannot be converted into
Power points.

Child of Arachne: This Talent can be used at any time, but only if
the Spawn of Arachne is adjacent to Arachne. Arachne gains +1
to Attack CC
and in Defense
.

In addition to a Maneuver card, a player must spend 2
Power points to activate a Unit trapped in a Web.

Sentence of Athena: This Talent can only be used immediately
upon activating the Matriarchs, as long as they are not engaged
with the enemy. It allows the Matriarchs or a Unit of Sisters of
Athena adjacent to the Matriarchs to perform, during their
activation, some or all of the following maneuvers, in the
given order:

When a trapped Unit is activated, the only action it can
take is to attempt to free itself from the Web. To do that,
it must perform a CC Attack
roll against a difficulty
of 6 and obtain at least 1 success to free itself. After this
attempt (whether successful or not), the activation of the
Unit immediately ends.

1 - Ranged Attack
2 - Movement

Any Unit can attempt to free an allied Unit trapped in a Web
by performing a CC Attack
roll against a difficulty of 6
(this attack is considered to be a normal attack). The Unit
attempting the action and the trapped Unit must be adjacent
to one another.

3 - CC Attack
This Talent can be used multiple times during a given
turn on different Units (example: the Matriarchs and an
adjacent Unit of Sisters of Athena), by paying the cost in
Power points each time.

If a CC Attack
is successful against a Web, that Web
is destroyed and the Web token is returned to Arachne's
General. This token can eventually be placed on another
Unit if the conditions given above are met.

Arachnean Sentinel: This Talent is identical to that
of Sentinel, but can only be used to defend Arachne.

When a Web token is removed from a Unit, that Unit is no
longer trapped. No penalties due to the Web are applied to
it any more.
A flying Unit trapped in a Web is considered to be a ground
Unit for as long as it has a Web token on it.
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New Characters: Heroes

When you draw a Hero card, keep it in your hand. You can play that
card by discarding it to apply the effects described in the special rule
section of the card (see 5).

Heroes, such as Tantalus and Tiresias, who are present in this
Expansion, are mythical characters linked by their ascendance to both
Mortals and Gods. These exceptional beings can now join the ranks
of your army and assist you in claiming Victory. They represent
undeniable support due to their strength, their spirit, or their mastery of
the Art of War.

Note : as with any card from the draw deck, it's possible to go get
a Hero card from your draw deck by spending an Art of War card.

When you include a Hero in your army, add its cards to your deck of
Maneuver cards.
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To recruit a Hero, proceed the same way as if you were recruiting a
Legendary Unit:

1

Number of Hero cards
in the draw deck.

2
3
4
5

Name.

spend the recruitment points indicated on the Hero card.
the recruited Hero must be either of the same faction as your
army, or they must be neutral.

3
4

a given Hero can only be recruited once in a given army.
When you recruit a Hero, you will receive the number of cards
corresponding to your hero. Add them to your draw deck.

New

rule:

Variable Maneuver Characteristic
Some Unit cards have a
symbol next to their Manœuver icon
.
This means that one of the Maneuver cards of this Unit, present in the
draw deck, bears the same symbol
.
This Maneuver card can only be played if the Unit card visible on
the top of the Unit stack bears the same symbol
. Otherwise, it
counts as a destroyed Unit's card (reminder: a Maneuver card from
a destroyed Unit can only be used by being discarded to be converted
into 1 Power point).

Example: Romana plays Minos in her army. Minos has already
suffered many wounds and only has 3 Vitality left. The
symbol is present on Minos' Unit card, so Romana can
thus activate him by discarding Minos' Maneuver card
symbol.
which bears the
On the next turn, Minos suffers a wound again,
and the
symbol is no longer present on his Unit
card (Vitality 2). If Romana hadn't yet played Minos'
Maneuver card at that point, she wouldn't be able to
use it to activate Minos – even though the Unit hasn't
been destroyed yet.
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2
5

Faction Symbol.
Recruitment Cost.
Special Rule.

New Tiles

New Rule

For 4-player

This Expansion offers 4 new Battlefield boards.
They will be used in the new scenarios (see following pages) and can
be used for your own battles, alongside the boards included in the
base set.

games

The basic Mythic Battles game has rules for
4-player games in which each player has
at their disposal 60 recruitment points
in order to make their army. With the
new Units contained in Expansion #1,
the players can agree to make more
imposing armies, which can go up to 100
recruitment points.

New Terrain Effect

Aquatic Zones: when a ground Unit moves onto a square
with the Aquatic Zone symbol, it must immediately stop
its movement – it will be able to move normally during its
next activation, unless it moves onto a new Aquatic Zone
square. In addition, it suffers a -1 penalty to attack and defense during
any turn in which it is on an Aquatic Zone square.

Reminder: flying Units are not affected by terrain effects.

New Scenarios
Expansion #1 contains 6 scenarios which are meant to be added to the
The Stelae of Destiny campaign from the basic Mythic Battles game.
The five first scenarios are meant for 2 players and the last one for 4
players.

Unit Tokens

All the scenarios included in the booklet require the use of the basic
Mythic Battles game, as well as the contents of Expansion #1. They
are meant for experienced players and require the use of all of Mythic
Battles' rules.

The Unit tokens included in this expansion have a different
border on their back and front (gold/gray), in order to better see
them on the battlefield.

The Battles depicted in this booklet are taking place simultaneously to
those from The Stelae of Destiny and can be played after those of that
campaign or by playing them between 2 Battles from that campaign –
at the players' discretion. From a narrative point of view, they all take
place before The Dusk of Corleus scenario.
To play these scenarios, apply all of the rules from the basic game as
well as those contained in the The Stelae of Destiny campaign booklet
regarding the rules on Stelae.

New version (front – back)
At the beginning of the game, both players choose the outline of
their Unit tokens. This will allow you to, for example, play the
same neutral Unit in each army without causing confusion on the
board.

As in The Stelae of Destiny, the winner of each Battle is rewarded with
a Stelae Card (see Stelae of Destiny booklet, page 3, for their effects).
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Scenario I -

Caught

in

Arachne's Web

"Under the light of the full moon, my troops had gone out to look for our scouts. They should have been back with us over an hour earlier. In closed ranks,
we were pushing in deeper into the sinister forest. Despite being alert, nothing could have prepared us for what we discovered at the foot of a gigantic dead
tree. Most of our scouts had died in battle. Some had survived, but were held captive by extremely resilient bonds. As we took it upon ourselves to free them, an
imposing silhouette able to freeze the blood of a mortal broke off from the upper branches. Accompanied by a few of Athena's troops, this monstrosity, with
the body of a woman and of a spider combined, charged us. The enemy was more numerous than we were. To win, we would have to face them and rescue
our captive warriors."
Fedor, Leader of the Infernal Marauders

The forces of Hades attempt to free their bound warriors to defeat Arachne and the forces of Athena.
Tiles: MB1-TR10 / MB2-TR03 / MB1-TR01 / MB2-TV02

Army List

Athena

Deployment Zone - Athena
71

1 Arachne

Army List

Hades

78

1 Infernal
Auditors

1 Spawn of
Arachne

3 Infernal
Marauders

1 Sisters of
Athena

(trapped in
Arachne's web
)

3 Toxotes
3 Hoplites

3 Legion of the
Damned

1 Gymnetes

3 Damned
Artillerymen

Deployment Zone - Hades

Victory Conditions

Special Rules
The 3 Units of Infernal Marauders indicated on the battlefield
are each caught in one of Arachne's webs. Place 1 Web token
on these Units and apply the rules regarding Arachne's
Webs (see New Talents). However, these Units cannot free
themselves. They can only be freed by an adjacent allied Unit.
Each player adds 7 Art of War cards to their draw deck.

Athena

Destroy the 3 Units of Infernal Marauders.

Hades

Destroy the Arachne Unit.
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Scenario II - Lethal

Bolts

"Everything was going according to plan. Instead of rushing towards the Stele, most of our troops had remained hidden in the forest. Even wild
animals couldn't perceive their presence. Unlike us, the enemy was arriving in force, thinking they would impress us with their numbers. No
doubt that they were hoping to cause a panic among our ranks and push us to desert the battlefield. Realizing that this plan was fruitless, the
enemy army hurried their step towards us. Soon, the soldiers of Hades would be within reach of our arrows and we prepared to rain death
upon them!"
Beronica, Priestess of the Matriarchs

At the head of an army entirely made up of archers, the Matriarchs lure their enemies in a trap which will soon close on them.

Tiles: MB1-TR03 / MB1-TR05 / MB1-TR01 / MB2-TV02

Army List

Athena

Army List

66

Deployment Zone - Athena

1 Matriarchs

Hades

78

3 Infernal
Marauders

3 Sisters of
Athena

1 Infernal
Auditors

3 Toxotes

3 Legion of the
Damned
3 Damned
Artillerymen

Deployment Zone - Hades

Victory Conditions

Special Rules
The player leading Athena's troops only deploys the
Matriarchs and the Toxotes on the board. When the player
activates a Unit of Sisters of Athena for the first time, the player
places the corresponding Unit token wherever they wish on the
Battlefield and then proceeds with its activation.
Having gained surprise, the General of Athena begins with 10
Power Points.
Each player adds 7 Art of War cards to their draw deck.

Athena

Reduce the enemy army down to 3 Units.

Hades

Destroy the Matriarch Unit.
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Scenario III -

The Ambush

"The Battle was rough, but the superiority of our people's Art of war had once again brought us victory. The Stele was now in our possession
and we now had to get it to safety. I had chosen the most direct route to Sparta, even though it passed by the border of the Land of Night. I
must admit that it was a lapse in judgment on my part. As we were going through unknown ruins, the ground suddenly fell out from beneath
our feet. I ordered my warriors to hold a defensive formation around the Stele. As though arising from the bowels of the earth, infernal warriors
appeared on the surface. These surrounded us immediately. Like my men, I recognized their emblem: we would be fighting the Damned of
Tartarus, Hades' most feared Infantry. We, Spartans, would test their reputations with the steel of our spears!"
Agis, Leader of a Spartan Phalanx

The Spartans must resist the assault of the Damned of Tartarus and defend a Stele.

Tiles: MB1-TR03 / MB1-TR10 / MB2-TV04 / MB1-TR02

Army List

Athena

Army List

Hades

72

3 Spartans

3 Damned of
Tartarus

3 Hoplites
3 Toxotes

72

3 Legion of the
Damned

Deployment Zone
- Athena

2 Damned
Artillerymen
2 Lycaons

Deployment Zone - Hades

Victory Conditions

Special Rules

Athena

Athena's army is in tight defensive formation. Hades' Units
cannot cross or end their movement on a square between 2 of
Athena's Units.

Destroy the 3 Units of Damned of Tartarus or prevent the
enemy player from claiming victory before the draw decks
are reshuffled for the 3rd time.

Hades' army always deploys first.

Hades

Each player adds 7 Art of War cards to their draw deck.

Have at least 2 Units on Temple squares at the end of an
opponent's turn.
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Scenario IV -

Minos' Charge

"Despite the fact that we were facing an infernal army under the orders of Minos, Judge of Hell, and despite the harshness of the battle, our
victory now seemed certain! But doubt spread through our ranks when Minos threw himself into the heart of the melee. Sowing death in his
path, he reached the Stele and rallied the few infernal troops still able to fight. We could not believe our eyes when he grabbed the Stele while
continuing on his advance towards a cavern from which enemy reinforcements soon emerged. This abyss was Minos' only hope, but before
reaching it, he would have to cross the wall of spears our warriors raised against him!"
Andonios, Athenian Infantry Captain

The Judge of Hell, Minos, has claimed one of the Stelae and is attempting to clear a path through one of Athena's armies.

Army List

Athena

3 Spartans
88

1 Toxotes

3 Sisters of Athena
2 Hoplites

Deployment Zone
- Hades

Tiles: MB1-TR07 / MB1-TR12 / MB2-TV02 / MB1-TR02

Army List

Hades

Minos, Judge of Hell
88

1 Damned Artillerymen

3 Damned of Tartarus
3 Legion of the Damned

Victory Conditions

Special Rules
The player leading Hades' troops deploys Minos and the 3
Damned of Tartarus on the right Deployment zone, and deploys
the rest of their troops on the squares adjacent to the Crevasse
squares on the left-most tile.
The player leading Athena's troops places 5 troops on each of
the two central tiles.
Each player adds 9 Art of War cards to their draw deck.

Athena

Destroy the Minos Unit.

Hades

Place Minos on a Crevasse square.
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Scenario V -

The Clash

of

Heroes

"This seer who has helping Athena's troops was an annoyance to which I had to put an end. Thanks to his gifts, the enemy was constantly a step ahead of us,
as his visions showed him in advance places where lightning would strike. The enemy had an advantage over us, but I had an idea: for having attempted to
fool the gods of Olympus, Tantalus was condemned to suffer a triple torture in Hell for eternity. I obtained from my master a short respite during which
he could share with his fellow men the treatment we reserved to Mortals who stand against Hell!"
Fedor, Leader of the Infernal Marauders

The armies of Athena and Hades are being reinforced by Heroes. Use this scenario to familiarize yourself with them.

Tiles: MB2-TR01 / MB1-TR01 / MB1-TR10 / MB1-TR04

Army List

Athena

Army List

73

Deployment Zone - Athena

2 Spartans

Hades

73

3 Infernal
Auditors

2 Sisters of
Athena

1 Infernal
Marauders

3 Hoplites

3 Damned
Artillerymen

1 Toxotes
Hero: Tiresias

Hero: Tantalus

Deployment Zone - Hades

Victory Conditions
Athena /

Special Rules
Each player adds 7 Art of War cards to their draw deck.

Hades

Reduce the enemy army down to 3 Units.
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Scenario VI -

The Blood

of

Warriors

"Five times did lightning strike the heart of a rocky plateau nestled amidst sharp, gigantic peaks. And there was no living soul to be found in these
gloomy lands. As winter approached, these would be almost inaccessible. Zeus' thirst for the mortal blood we spilled during each confrontation must
have been insatiable... Five bolts and thus five stelae! The Master of Olympus had arranged it so that one of the greatest Battles the land of Greece had
ever seen would take place. Innumerable, our warriors and those of the enemy rushed to the Battlefield. Zeus was demanding his tribute of blood, and
we would serve it to him!"
Minos, Judge of Hell

This scenario was designed for 4 players and enacts a large-scale battle. Apply the rules on page 13 of the basic rulebook.
Place 5 Stelae tokens on the battlefield, as shown below.

Army List

Athena

PLAYER 1

100

1 Arachne
1 Nemean
Lion
3 Sisters of
Athena
3 Hoplites
2 Gymnetes

Deployment Zone
- Athena

Tiresias
3 Spartans
2 Toxotes
1 Matriarchs
1 Dawn
Regiment
1 Gymnetes
PLAYER 2

Hades

100

Deployment Zone
- Hades

PLAYER 1

Army List

Tiles: MB1-TR08 / MB2-TV02 / MB1-TR10 / MB2-TV04 / MB1-TR01 / MB1-TR03

Victory Conditions
Athena /

100

1 Minos,
Judge of
Hell
1 Cerberus
3 Infernal
Marauders
1 Legion of
the Damned
PLAYER 2

100

Tantalus
1Rhadamanthus,
Judge of
Hell
3 Infernal
Auditors
2 Damned
Artillerymen
1 Damned of
Tartarus

Special Rules

Hades

Each player adds 10 Art of War cards to their draw deck.
The team which recovers 3 Stelae tokens first wins the
scenario and gains a Stelae card as a reward.

Each player adds 10 Art of War cards to their draw deck.
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Game Aid
Your Turn
Draw three cards from your deck.
If you've drawn one or more Art of War cards, place them
in front of you. Keep your Maneuver cards in your hand.
Activate one or more Units.

Setup
Recruit your Units.
Roll a die to determine who starts.
Set up the Battlefield and determine the Deployment
Zones.
Create your Unit stacks and the Power point reserve.
Place your Unit tokens on your Deployment Zone.
Create your deck: your Maneuver cards + 10 Art of
War cards.
Create your hand by drawing 7 cards.

Unit Recruitment
Choose your Faction.
Recruit 5 – 10 Units, costing a total of 100 Recruitment
points.
You can only recruit Units of the Faction you've chosen,
or Neutral Units.
For each recruitedUnit, take the Unit cards, the
Maneuver cards, and the corresponding Unit tokens.
You can recruit up to 3 time the same Unit, but for
each Unit in your Army, the Unit cards, the Maneuver
cards, and the Unit token must have the same name,
the same affiliation, and the same illustration.

Description

of the

Symbols

Cost
. Indicates the cost of the Unit in
Recruitment points.
Characteristics:
Vitality. Indicates the number of Wounds the
Unit can take before being destroyed.
Movement Value. Indicated the number of
spaces the Unit can move during an activation.
If the Unit performs a Combat Maneuver during
the turn, use the central number. Otherwise,
use the number on the right.
Close Combat Attack (CC). Indicates the
number of dice the player uses when rolling
Close Combat Attacks.
Ranged Attack. Indicates the number of dice
the player uses when making a Ranged Attack.
The number underneath indicates the range of
the Attack.
Defense. Indicates the difficulty of Attack rolls
made against the Unit.
Maneuvers. Indicates the number of Maneuver
cards available for this Unit.
The
symbol means that the Unit gains +1 for its next
Maneuver or action if its General pays 1 Power point
(once per Maneuver or action).
The
symbol next to the Maneuver characteristic
indicates that one of the Maneuver cards of this Unit,
present in the draw deck, bears that same symbol, can
only be played if the Unit card visible on the top of the
Unit stack bears the symbol
.
Leadership Value
. Indicates the number if
Power points gained by discarding a Maneuver card.
Faction symbol (Athena
/ Hades
) or Neutral
symbol
.

Attack

Power Points
You get Power Points by discarding Art of War cards (1
card = 2 points) or Maneuver cards from your hand (as
many points as the Unit's Leadership value / 1 in case of
a destroyed Unit).
You spend your Power Points to activate your Units'Talents
symbol.
or to get +1 in a charasteristic followed by the

Terrain Effects
Terrain effects only concern ground Units
Hill:
1 to CC Attack and ranged Attack.
-1 to Defense against flying Units
Attacks.

.

and Ranged

Forest:
and ranged Attacks.
+1 to Defense against flying Units
-1 Movement for the remainder of the turn.
Ruins:
+1 to Defense against ranged Attacks.
Impassable Terrain:
cannot pass through or stop on this space.
Ground Units
Crevasse:
As above.
The Hills, Forests, Ruins and Impassable Terrain are
obstacles to Ranged Attacks.
Aquatique Zone:
The Movement of ground Units immediately ends for
the turn.
-1 to CC Attack, Ranged Attacks and Defense.
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Wounds

Roll a number of dice equal to the Attack value of
your Unit.
If you wish, you may discard one or more dice. For
each discarded die, increase the value of another die
by 1.
You may re-roll each 5 obtained. The result of the
new roll is added to the previous result.
Discard dice to boost again if you so wish.
Total up your successes.
Each die is read, discarded or re-rolled individually.
At any point that you roll a 0, immediately remove
that die; it will not be part of the result. A re-rolled 5
obtaining 0 gives a final result of 5.
For each success obtained by the attacker, the
defender suffers a Wound.
For each Wound suffered, the defender
removes a card from the top of the stack
representing the attacked Unit, and places it
on the bottom of the same stack, face-down.
A Unit is destroyed when all cards which
compose its stack are face-down.

Units Activation
Choose the Unit you wish to activate.
Discard a Maneuver card for that Unit.
Perform a Maneuver with that Unit: a Movement and/
or an Attack.
You can decide to activate another unit by discarding an
Art of War card. The standard activation rules apply.
It is possible to repeat this process as many times as
desired. A General who decides to activate a 3rd Unit
must discard 2 Art of War cards, 3 for a 4th Unit, etc.
It is not possible to activate the same Unit twice in a
given turn.
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